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Winter plan to ease pressures
Stay Well  
this Winter…
Help to keep the pressure off 
A&E by choosing the right 
service level for what you need.

Most common winter 
ailments, such as 
coughs and colds, 
can’t be treated with 
antibiotics and are best 
dealt with at home with 
rest and a well-stocked 
medicine cabinet.

Your local pharmacist 
is a trained health 
care professional and 
can give you advice 
on common illnesses 
without the need to go 
to your GP.

Call 111 when you 
need medical advice 
fast but it is not an 
emergency.

If you have a persistent 
illness that won’t 
go away, make an 
appointment with 
your GP.

A&E is for serious and 
life-threatening injuries 
and conditions only.

www.nhs.uk/staywell

More hospital beds, improved 
services for the elderly and 
additional GP services are among 

a range of measures that have been put 
in place by Worcestershire’s health and 
social care organisations to help manage 
the pressure on hospital services over the 
winter period.

The measures, which together make up 
the countywide winter plan, have been 
drawn up to ensure patients are provided 
with safe, high quality care during the next 
few months.   

The plans include the recent opening of a 
new countywide Frailty Unit based at the 
Alexandra Hospital in Redditch, and the 
expansion of the Ambulatory Emergency 
Care (AEC) unit at Worcestershire Royal 
Hospital, which will provide a Consultant-
led service that helps to speed up decisions 
about what treatment patients require.

Other measures include an expanded GP 
home visiting service for those patients 
who are really unwell; a new falls pathway 
which sees patients who have had a fall but 
haven’t suffered any obvious broken bones 
being taken to one of the county’s Minor 
Injuries Units rather than A&E; and a joined 
up approach to supporting the discharge of 
patients from hospital if they are medically 
fit, particularly those who have been in 
hospital for a week or more.

Additionally, there will be more beds for 
patients who are medically fit for discharge 
from hospital but who need long term 
care in a care home, and more elective 
surgery will take place at the Alexandra and 
Kidderminster Hospitals to relieve some of 
the pressure from Worcestershire Royal.

In a joint statement, Worcestershire Acute 
Hospitals NHS Trust, Worcestershire Health 
and Care NHS Trust, Worcestershire’s 

Alexandra Hospital Frailty Assessment Unit Manager Elaine Moreton  
and patient Olive Styler.

three Clinical Commissioning Groups and 
Worcestershire County Council said: 

“Over the past few months we have 
been working together more closely than 
ever before on a plan which will enable 
everyone involved in providing health and 
care across Worcestershire to support each 
other through what we expect will be a 
very challenging winter, and ensure we 
can provide safe, high quality care for all 
our patients. 

“Our priority is to help people stay well 
through winter. If they do become unwell, 
then our aim is to provide as much of 
their care as possible closer to home, and 
by doing so ease pressure on Emergency 
Departments and other parts of the urgent 
care system which will then be able to focus 
on helping the most seriously ill patients.“ 

Members of the community are also being 
urged to play their part by looking after 
their own health, making sure they get their 
flu jabs and choosing wisely when it comes 
to which part of the health and care system 
they turn to when they need help.

Turn to pages 4 and 5 for more information.
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Michelle McKay, Chief Executive of 
Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust

Welcome

Welcome to the latest edition of 
Worcestershire Way.

It’s been a busy few weeks – the launch 
of our new culture programme, 4ward, 
and our four signature behaviours saw 
hundreds of staff across our hospital 
sites engaging in a conversation about 
how we can all benefit from a more 
supportive, positive organisational 
culture.

Stories are already being shared, 
giving examples of where our 
signature behaviours are being 
positively demonstrated. Perhaps no 
more so as with the development 
of the countywide winter plan and 
implementation of its associated 
schemes.

Working together with our partners 
across health and social care, we have 
done what we said we would do and 
delivered a range of measures on time 
which are already proving their worth in 
terms of reducing some of the pressures 
on our Emergency Departments and 
improving both the quality of care and 
experience for patients. You can read 
more about these on the front page and 
pages 4 and 5.

Of course, as well as the many and 
varied measures we are putting 
in place, we are also appealing to 
local people to help our efforts by 
understanding what care options 
are available to them and choosing 
alternative services to our Emergency 
Departments wherever possible.

Other suitable alternatives might 
include; contacting your GP, visiting 
your local pharmacist, dialling 111 for 
advice and support about alternative 
services, or visiting Minor Injuries Units 
in Bromsgrove, Evesham, Kidderminster, 
Malvern or Tenbury. Choosing the right 
health care option for you allows us to 
treat the most seriously ill patients as 
quickly as possible.

We would also urge members of 
the public to avoid visiting hospital 
if they, or a family member, have 
had diarrhoea, vomiting or ‘flu-like’ 
symptoms in the last 48 hours to help 
prevent the spread of infection.

We are anticipating a challenging few 
weeks, but patient safety always will 
be our priority. We will continue to 
provide the best, safest care we can 
however challenging the circumstances.

Official licensing ceremony 
for new hospital chaplains

A special service has been held to officially 
license our two newest hospital chaplains.

Baptist Minister Claire Ord and Anglican 
Vicar Helen Glithero were welcomed to the 
Trust in the service led by Lead Chaplain 
David Southall.

Our chaplains perform a vital role of helping 
support patients, providing emotional, 

spiritual and pastoral support often when 
patients are feeling at their most vulnerable.

Trust Chairman, Caragh Merrick, attended 
the service and welcomed Claire and Helen 
saying: “I’ve seen first-hand how important 
the role of our chaplains is to both staff and 
patients. When you see how the chaplains 
work, you don’t need to ask why we 
have them.”

Claire Ord and Helen Glithero at their official licensing ceremony, with The Bishop of 
Worcester, John Inge.

“A hospital is a place of both sorrow and 
joy, but above all it’s a place of humanity 
and having a chaplaincy team never allows 
us to forget that.”

The Trust’s chaplaincy service offers pastoral, 
spiritual and religious care to all patients, 
their families or carers, and staff of any faith 
or none.

Spiritual and pastoral care can help people 
rediscover hope, resilience and inner strength 
in times of illness, injury, transition and loss.

The chaplaincy provides a 24 hour on-
call service for urgent situations. There is 
also a multi-faith prayer room on each of 
our hospital sites for people of any faith 
or none.

Lead chaplain for the Trust, David Southall 
said: “It was such a delight to welcome two 
fantastic new chaplains to the Trust in such 
a lovely service.”

Newly licensed chaplain, Claire Ord said: 
“I’m delighted to be formally licensed. 
The one thing that’s really struck me since 
I began working at the Trust is how warm 
and welcoming all the staff have been 
to me.”

Helen Glithero said: “All the staff have been 
so welcoming to us both, it’s been great 
to meet so many friendly faces already. 
We work with a very wide age-range of 
patients, from parents of newborn babies to 
our most elderly patients so we really get to 
see a huge cross-section of patients.”

Christmas Carol Concerts 
Staff, patients, visitors and volunteers are invited to join us for a 
festive sing-song on the following dates:

• Fred Holland Diabetes Centre,  Kidderminster Hospital 
Friday, December 8 @ 2.30pm

• Kidderminster Hospital and Treatment Centre 
Tuesday, December 12 @ 2pm in the main foyer  
(with special guests St John’s CofE Primary School) 

• Worcestershire Royal Hospital 
Wednesday, December 13 @ 2pm in the main foyer  
(with special guests Hollymount Primary School and Worcestershire Royal 
Hospital Staff Signing Choir)

• Alexandra Hospital  
Wednesday, December 13 @ 3.30pm in the League of Friends café (with special 
guests Redditch Community Gospel Choir)

Additionally, all of our volunteers are invited to come and enjoy a cup of tea and a mince pie: 

• Alexandra Hospital: Friday, December 8 @ 2.30pm in the Board Room
• Kidderminster Hospital and Treatment Centre - Tuesday, December 12 @ 2.45pm in the café (following the carol concert)
• Worcestershire Royal Hospital – Wednesday, December 13 @ 2.45pm in the Charles Hastings Education Centre café  

(following the carol concert)  

 RSVP   Your volunteer contact or contact claire.allington1@nhs.net, or 01905 763333 x30574. 
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Hundreds of staff across the Trust 
participated in the launch of our new 
culture programme ‘4ward’ in October. 

The aim of the exciting, challenging and 
transformational programme is to transform 
our culture whilst at the same time 
improving performance across the whole of 
the Trust.

All staff have been asked to positively 
demonstrate four signature behaviours in 
their day to day role:

Do what we say we will do

No delays, every day

We listen, we learn, we lead

Work together, celebrate together.

Sandra Berry, Deputy Director of HR and 
4ward programme lead, said: “4ward uses 
proven, evidence-based methods to help 
us all behave at work in ways which will 
support more effective team working, 
build a shared sense of purpose and 
empowerment and promote a more positive 
working environment – for the benefit of 
colleagues, our patients and the community 
that we serve.”

“There’s a real buzz about the programme 
and how it can help us tackle the big issues 
that we are focussing on – our quality 
improvement programme, improving the 
flow for patients who attend our Emergency 
Departments, preparations for winter and 
our efforts to achieve financial stability.” 

Three times a year all staff will be asked to 
participate in a Checkpoint, anonymously 
rating colleagues on how they are 
demonstrating the 4ward behaviours. 
Following our first Checkpoint, our Trust Net 
Culture Score stands at 28 per cent. 

A programme of engagement will now take 
place between now and the next Checkpoint 
to involve all staff in the culture conversation. 

Michelle McKay. Chief Executive of the 
Trust, said: “Culture is not a project on its 
own, it is the key to everything we do, it is 
the difference between success and failure, 
it is the difference between extraordinary 
and ordinary. We are in control of our own 
culture and I want to encourage everyone 
across the Trust to engage in working 
towards creating our intentional culture.” 

Five minutes with… Bryan McGinity, Freedom to Speak Up Guardian

What was the last book that you read? 
The Girl in the Spider’s Web

What advice would you give your 
younger self? 
Don’t ponder too long - go for it

Who would you invite to a dinner party, 
dead or alive? 
Martin Luther King, Margaret Thatcher, 
Nelson Mandela and the Queen

Favourite holiday location? 
Majorca

Broadsheet or Tabloid? 
Broadsheet, but I devour papers and 
most days have at least one of each!

Best thing about your job? 
Making the Trust a better and more 
open place to work 

Christmas pudding or mince pies? 
My wife’s homemade mince pies - 
delicious

Favourite Christmas song? 
Jingle Bells - I have it on our home phone 
as a ringtone! 

Mentors from the Trust were recognised for the outstanding 
contribution they make to University of Worcester students’ 
learning and training at an annual award ceremony in October.

The Mentor Awards ceremony recognises and celebrates 
nurses, midwives, physiotherapists, occupational therapists 
and mentors who make an outstanding contribution to the 
student learning experience by building successful mentoring 
relationships with students from the University of Worcester 
and beyond. 

Our winners were:

Outstanding Mentor:
• Nurse — Claire Jones, Junior Sister,  MAU,  

Alexandra Hospital

• Allied Health & Care Professional —  Dr Robert Glasson, 
Consultant Anaesthetist

• Midwife — Karen Cauvin

• Long Service — Mr Steven Thrush,  
Consultant Breast Surgeon

Outstanding Practice Learning Environment:

• Ward 18, Alexandra Hospital

Outstanding Trust mentors recognised at 
University awards

Claire Jones, second from left, receiving her Outstanding Mentor 
award at the University of Worcester’s ceremony in October.

Guardian Bryan giving staff 
the Freedom to Speak Up
We’re promoting a culture of openness and transparency across our hospitals, 
where staff can raise concerns without fear of reprisals and speaking up becomes 
normal practice.

Bryan McGinity has been appointed as the Trust’s Freedom to Speak Up Guardian, 
to help give staff the ability to confidentially speak up about any issues they 
may have.

Bryan said: “It’s so important that staff know they are able to come forward and 
raise concerns. I can promise complete anonymity and confidentiality, so anyone 
can approach me to raise an important issue in complete safety knowing it will be 
dealt with responsibly, promptly, openly and professionally, without the fear of 
harassment.

If you have any doubt that any form of unacceptable behaviour is taking place then 
you need to raise a concern. Even if you’re worried it might be nothing, have a 
discussion with me and we can determine if any further action is needed.”

It is always easier and better to raise a concern when it is fresh in your mind and 
less progressed. Often problems and concerns can be helped by dialogue and 
early intervention, so don’t wait until it is a major issue - if you see something, say 
something!”

How to raise a concern:

• Speak with your line manager

• Contact a Freedom to Speak Up Champion – full list available on Intranet

• Email Bryan direct on bryanmcginity@nhs.net

If you would like to help staff to raise concerns so that we can offer even better 
support across the Trust, then sign up to be one of our Freedom to Speak Up 
Champions! Just email Bryan on bryanmcginity@nhs.net to let him know. 

Congratulations to all those who won awards! 
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GP extended home visiting
Many GP practices across Worcestershire have introduced an extended GP home visiting service to operate 
from 8:30am until 6.30pm, Monday to Friday. 

GPs can now review patients earlier in the day which could potentially avoid admission to hospital. Based on 
other successful schemes across the UK, the scheme hopes to result in fewer emergency admissions and release 
capacity within GP surgeries, particularly in the afternoon. It will also allow GPs to better manage their patients’ 
health needs at home.

This scheme will link with emerging neighbourhood teams and the Frailty Assessment Unit based at the 
Alexandra Hospital, Redditch. 

Dr Carl Ellson, Strategic Clinical Lead across the Worcestershire Clinical Commissioning Groups said; “The 
introduction of extended home visiting not only allows GPs to provide an urgent response to patients requiring 
acute care at home, but it also helps GPs offer patients reassurance, reducing the risk of hospital admission.

“We hope this new scheme will release more capacity in GP surgeries while ensuring patients get the best 
possible care in the comfort of their own home.”

A new countywide Frailty Assessment Unit (FAU) opened its doors 
at the Alexandra Hospital in Redditch during November, providing 
support to elderly, frail patients, with the aim of avoiding a 
hospital stay.

The Unit, run by a team of specialist doctors, nurses 
and other health professionals, provides prompt 
treatment for patients who need more care than 
can usually be provided at home, but who aren’t 
acutely unwell enough to need to go to A&E or 
require a hospital stay. 

The FAU forms part of the countywide winter plan, 
in place to ensure health and social care services are 
prepared for what is expected to be a challenging 
winter period.  

Emma Welch, Matron for the FAU, said: “For older and more 
frail people in particular, we know that an admission to an acute 
hospital bed is not helpful. There is strong research which shows if 

we can treat more of our frail elderly patients early and get them 
back to their usual residence quickly, their prospects of making a 
good recovery increases greatly.  

“We have already seen the benefits of having the FAU in 
place. Since we opened the doors, we have managed to 

get more than 40 per cent of patients discharged on 
the same day that they have been seen. Feedback 
from patients and families has also been good.”

David Styler, whose mother Olive Styler was treated 
on the Frailty Assessment Unit said:

“We have been here several times over the years 
with our parents. My Mum, who is 97 years old, was 

admitted to the unit and normally goes through the 
A&E route, which can be a bit undignified with lots of 

comings and goings. The Frailty Unit and its staff are fantastic.  
My Mum has been seen quickly and efficiently and her dignity has 
been respected.  I can’t praise it enough.”

The Frailty Assessment Unit team. FAU Ward Manager Elaine Moreton and patient Olive Styler.

New measures in place to improve care for our patients this winter

Frailty 
Unit
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Expanded AEC 
A £920,000 redevelopment of the Emergency Department at 
Worcestershire Royal Hospital has been opened, improving the 
experience of patients throughout the hospital.

A new, expanded Ambulatory Emergency Care (AEC) unit saw its 
first patients on Monday, November 20. The unit - which adjoins 
the current A&E department – allows appropriate patients to be 
seen and treated more quickly, as well as helping to free-up space 
in the A&E department.

The expanded unit was funded by NHS England and is a central 
part of a comprehensive winter plan that is in place for the local 
NHS and County Council to deliver safe, high-quality patient care 
throughout what is expected to be a busy winter period.

Patients who are referred to the AEC have their individual needs 
assessed by a specialist team - including a Consultant, Nurse 
Practitioner, Nurse and Health Care Assistant - and a plan of 
care put in place. The unit will take some patients who would 
previously have needed to be admitted from A&E to a hospital bed 
to have their treatment, as well patients who have been referred 
by their GP.

The main aim of the unit - which can treat up to 16 patients at 
a time - is to see, assess and discharge patients more safely and 
promptly. By discharging appropriate patients back home on the 
same day they arrive, unnecessary overnight admissions can be 
avoided which helps ensure hospital beds are available for those 
who need them most.

Consultant in Acute Medicine for the unit, Dr Aruna Maharaj said: 
“The expanded unit allows us to offer more efficient treatment 
to our patients and discharge within one day where possible. This 
helps patients as it shortens their patient journey and provides 
them with an overall better experience.

“We’re really excited to have more space to get patients through 
the department. We’ve seen a real enthusiasm and energy from 
the A&E team to help us care for patients more effectively and get 
them home in a timely manner.”

Take a virtual tour of the AEC here:   
https://youtu.be/GLepVzBUKxo

New measures in place to improve care for our patients this winter

New specialist therapies ward 
A new ward has opened at Worcestershire Royal Hospital, providing specialist rehabilitation for patients 
who are medically fit but are awaiting discharge to an appropriate setting.

Evergreen 2 is run in partnership by nursing and therapy staff, so patients will receive assistance for their 
specific rehabilitation needs and have their independence promoted throughout their time on the ward.

The ward forms a key part of the Winter Plan, offering 16 additional beds which will help patients move 
through the hospital more quickly and free up beds for those who need more acute care.

The model for Evergreen 2 follows the successful launch of Evergreen ward last year, which has since 
received national recognition for its partnership working between nurses and therapy staff to help get 
patients home earlier. The ward model has also been adopted by Ward 14 at the Alexandra Hospital.

The Ambulatory Emergency Care (AEC) Unit team. Inside the new AEC Unit.

What you can do to help:
We are encouraging all Worcestershire residents to ensure they Stay Well This Winter. A range of advice –  
from getting your flu jab, to keeping warm, and ensuring your medicine cabinet is stocked – is available  
at www.nhs.uk/staywell. 

We are also reminding people of the alternatives to A&E. Minor Injuries Units in Malvern, Evesham, Bromsgrove, 
Kidderminster and Tenbury can treat patients with a wide range of minor injuries including cuts, grazes, wounds, 
sprains, strains and minor burns. You might also consider contacting your GP, phoning 111, or visiting a pharmacy.

Minor injury units can treat:

• sprains and strains

• broken bones 

• wound infections

• minor burns and scalds

• minor head injuries

• insect and animal bites

• minor eye injuries

• injuries to the back,  
shoulder and chest

Minor injury units cannot treat:

• chest pain

• breathing difficulties

• major injuries

• problems usually dealt with  
by a GP for example earache,  
a sore throat or a rash

• stomach pains

• gynaecological problems

For more information on your local MIU visit 
www.hacw.nhs.uk/miu

• pregnancy problems

• allergic reactions

• overdoses

• alcohol-related problems

• mental health problems

• conditions likely to require 
hospital admission
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New state-of-the-art helipad at 
Worcestershire Royal gets go-ahead
Work is set to get underway on a brand 
new state-of-the-art £1.24m helipad at 
Worcestershire Royal Hospital, following the 
go-ahead from planners.

The new raised helipad, which will be 
situated next to Worcestershire Oncology 
Centre, will be closer to the Accident 
and Emergency department, enabling 
paramedics to transfer critically ill patients 
into the department more quickly, using 
electric trolleys, instead of an ambulance. 

Relocating the helipad from its current 
location on land adjacent to the staff 
car park will also help to ease traffic 
congestion, as cars driving around the 
site will not be disrupted when the Air 
Ambulance lands and takes off. Additional 
car parking will also be created – both on 
land vacated by the current helipad, and 
underneath the new raised platform.

Work on the helipad, which is expected to 
be completed within the next 10 months, 
has been generously funded by the HELP 
Appeal. Chief Executive, Robert Bertram, 
recently handed over a cheque for £625,000 
- the first of two instalments.

Michelle McKay, Chief Executive of 
Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust, 
said: “We are delighted that we’ve got 
the go ahead for a new helipad and we 
would like to thank the HELP Appeal 
which is enabling this work to be carried 
out. The plan has always been to relocate 
the helipad closer to A&E, meaning 
patients arriving by Air Ambulance can be 
transferred into the department as quickly 
and easily as possible to receive emergency 
treatment once they have landed on site.”

Meadow Birth Centre celebrates the birth of 2000th baby
The Meadow Birth Centre at Worcestershire Royal Hospital marked a new arrival of 
its own after the centre’s 2000th baby was born in the unit.

Adam Ziembicka arrived at 8:42pm on Friday, November 10.

Mum Ela and her husband Leszek, from Evesham, were accompanied by their older 
son Philip for baby Adam’s birth, who weighed a healthy 8lbs 13oz after a water 
birth in the Poppy Suite.

Ela said: “The centre is so nice. I really liked the Poppy Suite - it was very calming and 
I would definitely recommend the unit to my friends.”

Since first opening to expectant mums in April 2015, the centre – which won ‘Birth 
Centre of the Year’ in a national awards ceremony earlier this year - has far exceeded 
its targets for the number of births in the unit.

The centre has three purpose-built birthing pools, and sees a majority of its mothers 
have a water birth. It is run by experienced midwives who offer a comfortable 
environment where birth is treated as a ‘normal’ process rather than a medical one.

Pictured: Student Midwife, Amy Harwood and Meadow Birth Centre Midwife, Julia 
Cooper who were on hand for the birth; with Leszek and Ela Ziembicka holding baby 
Adam in the Poppy Suite of the centre.

Robert Bertram, Chief Executive of the HELP 
Appeal, said: “Helipads save time and save 
lives. It’s as simple as that.

“After learning that the Worcestershire 
Royal Hospital could build a helipad closer 
to its emergency department - reducing 
the time it takes to transfer a critically ill 
patient to the specialist care they urgently 
need - we wanted to make it happen for 

them as quickly as possible, so we agreed to 
cover the entire cost.

“It’s fantastic that they have been given 
permission to start on this essential build, 
which will make a huge difference to the 
lives of critically ill patients.”

The HELP Appeal aims to significantly 
increase the number of onsite hospital  
 

helipads at major trauma centres and A&E 
hospitals through its HELP Appeal grant 
scheme which offers non-repayable grants 
to hospitals to help fund new helipads or 
upgrade existing helipads.

The HELP Appeal relies solely on charitable 
donations. To donate, please visit  
www.helpappeal.org.uk/support-us/
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Focus on… Cancer Services
Breast Cancer patient Laura hits the catwalk for charity

A Worcestershire woman has modelled 
in a national fashion show in London for 
women and men who have experienced 
breast cancer.

Laura Hunter, from Kyre near Tenbury 
Wells, appeared at the fashion show after 
being diagnosed with breast cancer at just 
24 years old in July 2015. After nearly two 
years, Laura’s treatment continues at our 
hospitals, where she describes the care she 
receives as ‘fantastic’.

The event, held by national charity Breast 
Cancer Care was attended by 1,500 people 
across two shows in Westminster, and raised 
over £370,000 for the charity.

After finding a lump that felt fixed and 
‘like a bead’ Laura visited her GP, before 
being referred to Worcestershire Acute 
Hospitals NHS Trust for a biopsy under the 
treatment of Consultant Breast Surgeon, 
Miss Michelle Mullan.

Just a few weeks after first being 
referred to hospital, Laura underwent 
surgery at Kidderminster Treatment 
Centre in August 2015. After 12 cycles of 

chemotherapy, radiotherapy and multiple 
hospital admissions, Laura continues to 
receive additional care at Worcestershire 
Royal Hospital.

Laura said: “Overall the care I’ve received 
at Kidderminster and Worcestershire Royal 
hospitals in all the different departments 
has been fantastic. My consultant Miss 
Mullan has been amazing and I was really 
pleased with the results of the surgery.”

Laura was chosen as one of 30 models 
for the show, which received over 250 
applications to appear on the catwalk. The 
models ranged from women in their 20s to 
those in their 70s, and also included two 
male models who had both experienced 
breast cancer.

The show was a big step for Laura who 
had lost a lot of confidence following her 
diagnosis. Laura said: “I was excited but 
very nervous about the show, but I felt it 
was an opportunity I couldn’t pass up. I 
felt it was important to raise awareness of 
breast cancer in younger women, as I was 
diagnosed at just 24 myself.

“Losing my hair, eyelashes and eyebrows 
was devastating, and made me feel like I 
lost my whole identity. But I wanted to show 
that you can still feel good about yourself 
despite going through cancer.”

Consultant Breast Surgeon, Miss Michelle 
Mullan said: “Laura was extremely young 
to be diagnosed with breast cancer, but has 
done tremendously well. Although 80% of 
women who get breast cancer are over 50, 
it is important for women of all ages to be 
aware of changes in their breasts. If they 
notice any new lumps, skin changes such as 
puckering or nipple discharge, they should 
see their GP.”

Laura’s experience of diagnosis and 
treatment has reinforced to Laura the 
importance of continuing to check for any 
signs of cancer, adding: “If you have any 
tiny doubts at all, if you think there has 
been a change in texture, shape, size and 
appearance, or anything you think just isn’t 
right – go and get it checked.

“It’s not just older women either, anyone 
young or old, male or female can get breast 
cancer, so do check and go to your GP if you 
have any concerns.”

Bromsgrove Breast Screening 
team raise funds and awareness 
for Breast Unit Haven
Our Breast Screening team based at the Princess of Wales Community 
Hospital in Bromsgrove raised over £500 for the Worcestershire 
Breast Unit Haven by taking part in national ‘Wear it Pink’ day.

The team raised the money by wearing special pink t-shirts and 
hosting an evening quiz and raffle at the Breast Unit.

The group also managed to raise lots of awareness for the 
Worcestershire Breast Unit Haven, by inviting local MP and Secretary 
of State, Sajid Javid in to the department to support their cause.

Royal opening for Breast Unit Haven
HRH The Countess of Wessex GCVO, paid a visit to Worcestershire Royal Hospital in November to unveil 
a commemorative plaque marking the official opening of our state-of-the-art Breast Unit Haven.

The £1.8m Unit - which opened to patients in March 2016 and has already provided treatment to 
more than 200 women - offers a comprehensive service under one roof for women and men across 
the county for all breast related issues.

Brainchild of the Unit, Consultant Breast Surgeon Steven Thrush, said: “We feel we have created a 
unit with the aid of Breast Cancer Haven that could be the future for breast cancer care in the UK.  
We were very pleased to have The Countess of Wessex formally opening the Unit”.

HRH The Countess of Wessex said: “On behalf of all of the ladies and the families who will be visiting 
these services, thank you very much. The detail in this Unit is fantastic – all of the wonderful imagery 
as you go round is exquisite and it makes everyone feel confident in what’s happening to them. You 
are offering the best experience that you can give. The joined up thinking is what it’s all about – the 
vision of Steven Thrush was brilliant.”
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Worcestershire’s hospitals are leading the 
way nationally in improving patient care 
thanks to the innovative introduction 
of learning disability and mental health 
registered nurses.

Nine new Learning Disability and Mental 
Health Nurses, who will work across wards 
at the Alexandra Hospital in Redditch 
and Worcestershire Royal Hospital, joined 
Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust 
in September.

The Trust is leading the way in patient care 
by directly employing Learning Disability 
and Mental Health nurses to work alongside 
adult trained nurses in an acute setting. 
The roles have traditionally been based in 
community NHS organisations, providing 
additional support to hospital patients and 
colleagues when needed.

By integrating the nurses as part of the 
ward based teams, the care and experience 
of patients with learning disabilities and 
mental health illness will be improved.

Sarah Needham, Lead Nurse for Education 
and Workforce, said: “Many of our 
patients experience chronic mental health 
illnesses and Worcestershire has a higher 
than average prevalence of patients with 
Learning Disabilities, therefore we are 
thrilled to be leading the way in improving 
care in this area, to ensure that our patients 
are signposted to appropriate community 
services on discharge.

New nurses improve 
care for patients with 
learning disabilities 
and mental health 
problems

“We feel that the additional benefits 
that we will be able to provide by having 
permanent members of staff based within 
our own teams will be significant.

“As well as providing holistic support to 
our patients, the new nurses will also 
share their expertise with members of 
the multidisciplinary team, giving them 
additional skills in caring for patients with 
additional needs. Once patients are ready to 
leave our care, the transfer in to community 
services should also be improved.”

Luke Evans, one of the new recruits, said: 
“I am keen to normalise mental health 
patients to staff, improve their mental 
health knowledge and enhance the 
experience of patients.”

The nine new nurses received an intensive 
education programme to support them in 
developing the skills and knowledge needed 
to care for patients within an acute hospital. 
This will be followed by a tailored 12 
month support package which will include 
mentoring and rotation opportunities across 
the Trust.

New models of care which remove the 
barriers between mental health and 
other parts of the health system are being 
championed nationally, and the new roles 
introduced at the Trust tie into the Mental 
Health and New Models of Care developed 
by the King’s Fund and set out in the NHS 
five year forward view.

The Trust’s new Learning Disability and Mental Health Nurses with the Professional 
Development Team.

FUNDRAISING ROUND UP 

New physiotherapy equipment keeps 
patients on the move

Physiotherapy patients at the Alexandra 
Hospital in Redditch are benefiting 
from a new static physiotherapy bike 
and special chairs, thanks to generous 
fundraising efforts.

The £3,000 bike – funded by the 
Alexandra Hospital League of Friends 
and events organised by the Cardiac 
Rehabilitation Team - will be used in 
both cardiac and knee rehabilitation 
classes. It offers a unique form of 
multifunctional physiotherapy for 
patients who may not be able to access 
the standard gym bike, as the pedals 
can be adjusted individually to cater for 
specific needs.

The physiotherapy chairs, also funded 
by the League of Friends, will provide 
additional support for patients who are 
unable to maintain their sitting balance. 

They will enable patients to start their 
rehabilitation physiotherapy earlier 
- vital for their physical recovery and 
psychological wellbeing.

Pictured left: Linda Barratt (Cardiac 
Rehab specialist nurse), John Payne 
(Occupational Therapist), Jane 
MacBryde (Cardiac Rehab specialist 
physiotherapist), Robert Thorpe 
(Patient), Robert Edgecox (Physio), 
Hanne Brown (Physio) and Pat Hadley 
(League of friends Chairman) 

Pictured right: Samantha Sharpe 
(Senior Physiotherapy Assistant), Vikki 
Muller (Team Lead physiotherapist), 
Nikki Edmunds (Senior Respiratory 
Physiotherapist), Christine Haines 
(Patient), Pat Hadley, (League of Friends 
Chairman) and Iain Boyce (Physiotherapy 
Assistant).

Prize draw for Kidderminster Renal Unit 

The renal unit at Kidderminster Hospital 
and Treatment Centre has had its coffers 
boosted by £250 thanks to kind-hearted 
volunteer John Hadley. 

Mr Hadley organised a prize draw - 
sourcing prizes from local businesses.  

The money will help to purchase non-NHS 
funded items – such as new headphones, 
enabling patients who are in the unit for 

Pedal power raises fund for dementia 
A sponsored static cycle covering the distance between our three hospital sites 
raised more than £750 to support patients living with dementia who come into 
our hospitals.

The event at the Alexandra Hospital, organised by the Trust’s Dementia Team, 
included a tombola and other games including Name the Unicorn. All the prizes 
given away on the day were kindly donated by local Redditch businesses. 

long periods of time to enjoy some TV 
entertainment. 

Mr Hadley said: “I suffered acute 
renal failure myself ten years ago and 
went through dialysis, so I know first-
hand what it’s like to be a patient 
and felt strongly that I’d like to give 
something back.”

Mr Hadley’s next event is a prize-winning 
Christmas Bingo session for patients, and 
he will also be decorating a Christmas 
Tree to display at All Saints Church, 
Wribbenhall from December 16 to 18 to 
raise awareness of the Renal Unit. 

Pictured: Ward Manager Julie Hughes 
(back right), Junior Sister Jessica Shread 
(back), Staff Nurse Jayne Smith – front, 
Staff Nurse Nigel Hughes, Patient Valerie 
Tarte and Volunteer John Hadley.


